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Graduation culminates for each of you a long crusade. You completed approximately

twenty years of formal education and are about to embark on your life's work putting all that

education into practice and service. To this I sincerely say congratulations, and well done.

The last four years we have spent working together, you, the faculty, the staff, and the

administration. Unfortunately, in our efforts and because of our schedules, we do not

always get to know each other as well as we would like. But you, the graduate, is what this

school is all about. You are our reason for being the ultimate expression of our service to

the community and the country. Through you we serve millions of people. You are Loyola

University School of Dentistry.

Similarly the school is part of you, and you will always be identified with the dental school

you graduated from. We will endeavor to keep your school and its reputation held in the

high esteem it is today. We are proud of our graduates, and our graduates can have the

same pride in their school. <
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PEDODONTICS: Susan Kudron

D.A.U.: Lynda Tomaszewski, Antoinette Bromberek, Evelyn Fiske,

June Butler, Florence Lubeckis, Patricia Riccoboni, Aldona Anglickis

ORTHODONTICS: Eleanor Carter, Deborah Shelle-

rud, Beverly McClendon, Theresa Stefan, Jan Olivio

ORAL SURGERY: Lois Stewart, Joyce Smith, Wilma
Olishifski, Angela Mangi and Ted Quilitz not being satis-

fied as a mere oral surgeon subs as a nurse, receptionist,

and dental assistant in his spare time.



CASHIER AND CENTRAL SUPPLY: Anne
Janetka, Susan Gerdzunas

.'VJ

CENTRAL STERILIZATION: Kathy Healy, Mic

helle Sherrier, Jen Artos, Mary Ellen Cabernoch, Jessie

Purnell, Barbera Aul

SERVICE AUXILARY TO LOYOLA DENTAL SCHOOL (SALUDS) a volunteer organization

composed of sitting: Patricia Blecha, Lillian Kaminski, Ruth Suriano, Lorraine Piekos, Garcia Battistoni;

STANDING: Mary Kurby, Florence Siemion, Josephine FencI, Rosemary Borello, Eleanor Palloto, Mildred

Vlazny, Darlene Discipio, Beverly Javor



DUE TO THE FACT THAT THE
YEARBOOK HAD DEADLINES TO

MEET AND THAT PICTURES OF
RECENT AS WELL AS SOME FOR-

MER FACULTY AND STAFF WERE
NOT AVAILABLE AND THAT A

SMALL PERCENTAGE OF FACULTY
AND STAFF TURNOVER OCCURS ^

YEARLY, THE YEARBOOK RE-

GRETS THAT IT WAS UNABLE TO
INCLUDE PICTURES OF ALL FAC- (

ULTY AND STAFF MEMBERS.

RADIOLOGY: Mary Suranic, Betty SWITCHBOARD: Ellen Kirk,

Jean Anderson Charlotte Kryfka

FIXED PROSTHO LAB: Greg nRTuni ar- t q REMOVABLE PROSTHO: Norman
Miller

ORTHO LAB. Tom Sawyer
Sawyer, Gene Pinta



HANKO AND HIS BOOKSTORE BANDITS

Constance Parker Charlotte Kohout
Fannie Reed Ann Rose Pechal

CHARTROOM
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DAVID (MONTY)
ABBOTT

Thanks to the two percent; they

even made the jags bearable.



TIMOTHY
AIOSSA



THOMAS
ANGLIM



RANDAL
ASHTON

I would like to say that I

enjoyed the personal interest Dr.

Smulson and Dr. Gargiulo

showed in my academic
achievement but since I do not

lie . . . Furthermore, if it were
not for Physiology and
Pharmacology lectures I would

never have had enough sleep to

make it through the day. If

someone picks up this book
twenty years from now I just

want them to remember me for

my outstanding punctuality. And
thank you Maggie for getting me
up during lecture when I was
caught with my head down.
Thanks Loyola for so much for

so long.
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BAGBY
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circumstances.
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Dale

Bakke

Other than the genuine appreciation I have of my
friends here at Loyola, I really didn't know what I

wanted to express here. Somehow this poem
seemed appropriate, however, so I'm including it

here for your benefit. I think it has something to say
about the four years of dental school, although you
may have to read it more than once to really grasp
its meaning . . .

THEJABBERWOCKY
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves

Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogroves,

And the mome raths outgrabe.

"Beware the Jabberwok, my son.

The laws that bite, the claws that

catch!

Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch!"

He took his vortal sword in hand:

Long time the manxome foe he sought —
So rested he by the Tumtum tree.

And stood awhile In thought.

And as in uffish thought he stood,

The Jabberwok, with eyes aflame,

Came whiffing through the tulgey wood.

And burbled as It came!

One, two! One, two! And through and
through

The vorpal blade went snlckersnack!

He left it dead, and with it's head

He went galumphing back.

"And hasn't thou slain the Jabberwok?

Come to my arms my beamish boy!

Oh frabjous day! Callough! Callay!"

'Twas brilllg and the slithy toves

Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogroves.

And the mome raths outgrabe.

Lewis Carroll
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MICHAEL
BENTLEY
Summarizing four years at Loyola Dental

School, i.e. the Ivory Tower, in a meaningful or

even in an overview style is admittedly a diffi-

cult task. There was the overwhelming shock

of first quarter freshman year (for me at least

due to an S.I.U. lifestyle which I have since

resumed) all the way to entering the clinics

and supposedly knowing how to play

"Dr."This will be similar to graduation where
the day before we'll be told to refine this or

that and then the next day we are Dr. and we
refine as per individual. So, what does this all

mean? It means to me that I met some people

I'll never forget and hope to be seeing for

years to come, had good times that are blurred

by more good times but are still niched, and

drank and pushed Busch Beer to the utmost of

my ability. I hope everyone attains or finds

what they are after but yet remembers the

times, some good and some bad, at Loyola

and above all has a good time down the road.

Carry on and be talking to you.



JOSE
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JOHN
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WILLIAM
DE WITT

My 4 years at Loyola University Dental School has
jvoked many emotions but mainly that of thanks. Thanks

. . .

. Dr. Schwartz, for teaching me how to spot a Class
/ foil lesion at 50 paces . . . Dr. Smulson for instilling in

ne the famous Jewish proverbs "the main function of the

leart is to pump blood to the dental pulp, therefore the

sole reason for a heart transplant is to save the teeth"
ind "there is no canal like a root canal" . . .Or. Weine,
or teaching how to fill that canal with "Sterile Horseshit"

. . Dr. Emmering, for teaching me how to look at

leqatives ... Dr. Braun, for convincing me not to do
)rtno ... Dr. Stoffel for teaching me that arnafgam
estorations are great ... Dr. Kozie, for teaching me that

jold restorations are great (er) . . . Drs. Gowgiel and
(iely, for teaching me the only way to remember
lomething is with mnemonics ... Dr. Siraki, for

:onvincing me "you ViN enjoy histology!" . . .Dr.

Henneman, for teaching me what real teeth DON'T look
ike . . . Dr. Madonia, for teaching me the physiologic
;ffects of alcohol ... Dr. Quilitz, for teaching me how to

:ollect pens . . . Dr. Grandel, for teaching me a specialty

ike Pedo requires a special type of person . . .Dr.

^lazny, for teaching me how to make changes . . .Mr.
^anko, for showing me that "Love of money is the root of

ill evil" ... my classmates, who if nothing else made me
ealize "we're all in the same boat" but also for all of the
riendships of the past 4 years ... my wife, Babette, for

vithout whom I would have never finished. Her
;ncouragement, understanding, patience, love and most
)f all her friendship have been the cornerstone of the last

I- years. . . to my children, Eric and Nicole, for just

)eing.

And so Loyola and friends, good-bye, but not without
ny saying again . . . "Thanks!" (Remember if it's corny
t's true)



TOM
DONAHUE
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DANIEL
DONOHO

Perhaps the most important aspect of our four years at

Loyola has been the close friendships we've had the

opportunity to make. I hope that over the years we'll be able

to remain in contact and occasionally get together as a

group. If you're ever near the Fox Valley Center please stop

in and say hello; with any luck I'll still be there.



STEVEN
DOWNEY



WALTER
DUDEK
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LINDSAY
EASTMAN

Reflecting over the past four years,

I am amazed at the multitude of chal-

lenging experiences we have all

shared and conquered together. At
times, the fast pace of school, the
responsibilities to accept, and the
deadlines to meet, along with constant
pressures, made me think twice about
my future in dentistry. But life is like

that, and I have had to adjust my life

style to meet these demands.

Learning can be fascinating, and
the knowledge I have gained concern-
ing dentistry is every bit as exciting

and fascinating as I thought it would
be twelve years ago when I set my
number one goal in life — which was
to get accepted into dental school.

Since that first September after-

noon almost four years ago, I've got-

ten to know a super bunch of human
beings, many of whom have helped
me time and time again — but that's

what friends are all about. What will I

remember most about dental school?

Certainly not mock boards, instruc-

tors, nor the countless hours spent in

lab. I will, however, remember all my
friends; together we've faced the ups
and downs of dental school; and
together we've triumphed.
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GERALD
ELPERT

I would like to thank my family,

friends, and the bank for helping

me through these four years of

trauma.



RONALD
ERICKSON
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RANDY ERNST



JOHN EVANS



MICHAEL
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THOMAS
GEORGE

As I am thinking about some-
thing to say for the yearbook,
several thoughts enter my mind.
I hope graduation does not
mean goodbye. I would like to

stay in touch with the friends I

have made.
I am both honored and

relieved to have the educational

and inspirational years of Loyola
"behind" me (Tee, Hee, Hee!).

Thank-you, Loyola for doing
your best and for letting me be a

part of you. Being Greek sort of

prepared me for some of what
you offered, but all things con-

sidered you actually do turn out

a pretty good dentist. Thanks
again.

I'll close by wishing everyone
the best of everything.

Sincerely,

Thomas H. George, D.D.S.

*! just added the letters to see
what it looks like.

Was it a BONG?
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CHARLES
HAMBROOK



NANCY
HAMMOND
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HIMMELSTEIN
"What does not kill me, strenghtens me.

Nietzsche



DAVID
HINCKS



JAMES
JANIK



MARGARET
JOHNSON



T

ALAN
JURGENS



CARL
JURGENS



KEN KAUFMAN



ALAN KENDALL

Four years ago I never thought
that I would ever become a Sen-

ior here at L.U. Those many mis-

takes one makes as a Freshman
are soon forgotten as one prog-

resses on the long road to their

final year. The clinic to me was a

blessing, for I learned to like

dentistry more than I ever had
before. I would look forward to

spending another day in the
clinic, because I enjoyed it. I

really think that first patient you
work on in the clinic breaks the

fear and anxiety that you have
had before going to the clinic.

Being from Silvis, Illinois, the
shock of Chicago will never leave

my memories, and 135 class-

mates will always be my friends.

I liked our class and I liked the

school. But those patients!

Where do they get them? So
long, Class of '78. You're now
just a memory.
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KATHY KENNEDY



KERRY
KENNEDY
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KEVIN KING



DIANE
GREENSTONE
KLEIBER



WILLIAM
KLEIBER
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WILLIAM KNAPP
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MICHAEL
KNIGHT



RICHARD
KOHN



^ THOMAS
KOLUDROVIC
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KOZONIS

ITHACA

When you start on your journey to Ithaca

then pray that the road is long,

full of adventure, full of knowledge.

Do not fear that Lestrygonlans

and the Cyclopes and the angry Poseidon.

You will never meet such as these on your path,

if your thoughts remain lofty, if a fine

emotion touches your body and your spirit.

You will never meet the Lestrygonlans,

the Cyclopes and the Poseidon,

if you do not carry them within your soul,

if your soul does not raise them up before you.

Then pray that the road is long.

That the summer mornings are many,

that you will enter fxsrts seen for the first time

with such pleasure, with such joy!

Stop at Phoenician markets,

and purchase fine merchandise,

mother-of-pearl and corrals, amber and ebony,

and pleasurable perfumes of all kinds,

buy as many pleasurable perfumes as you can;

visit hosts of Egyptian cities,

to learn and learn from those who have knowledge.

Always keep Ithaca fixed in your mind.

To arrive there is your ultimate goal.

But do not hurry the voyage at all.

It is better to let it last for long years;

and even to anchor at the isle when you are old,

rich with all that you have gained on the way,

not expecting that Ithaca will offer you riches.

Ithaca has given you the beautiful voyage

Without her you would never have taken the road.

But she has nothing more to give you.

And if you find her poor, Ithaca has not defrauded you.

With the great wisdom you have gained, with so much experience

you must surely have understood by then what Ithaca means.

KAVAFIS



GARY
KRUEGER
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GLEN
KULIG



THOMAS
KWIATT



SURASING
LAMSAM



JEANNE
LAWRENCE



JOHN
LAZZAROTTO
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SIMMOND
LEE
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PATRICK
LEONARD
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BRUCE
MAGLEBY

J



JOHN
MARESH
Having traveled from the coyote state of South Dakota to the

concrete and steel city of Chicago (we have just as much wind back in

South Dakota). To enroll in Loyola's School of Dentistry seemed at the

time to be a great adventure. Four years later I can look back to what
has been more than an adventure, but an experience to be

remembered, memorable because of the Class of '78. All of you great

people, and many of you close friends. You managed to make it fun.



BRADLEY
MARVEL



ROBERT
MATTHEWS



LES
McKANE



STANLEY
McMORROW ^



CANDICE
McMULLAN



MICHAEL
MIDDLEBROOKS



CHARLES
MILLER

The worth of an experience can be measured only

in retrospect. A future vantage point must,

therefore, be chosen to evaluate my Loyola

experience.



DAVID
MIN
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After thinking about this for a while, the proper
words are still very difficult to find. One thing I can
say for sure is that I am very grateful for the

opportunity to be here, and I am thankful for the

great friends that I have met here. I don't think that

I have met a group of people that I have respected

more than the members of my class.

It has been a long hard climb, but we have made
it together. The only thing I can add is a few words
from a song by my friend Bob Dylan.

"They say everything must be replaced

They say that every distance is not near

But I'll remember every face

Of every man who put me here

I see my life come shining

From the west down to the east

Any day now. Any day now
I shall be released"



YEMIMMA
MISHELL



IRENE
MORIMOTO



STEPHEN
MORIMOTO
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ED
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MICHAEL
MURZYN

Dental school will always be a mystery to me. It

should be quite simple to understand because all

people do is have their teeth fixed here. It becomes
complex because of people like me who attempt to

do that "simple" act, it becomes increasingly

complex with the presence of people like Schwartz,

Gazda, Weine, Smulson, Dinga, Vlazny, Pacer,

Church, and others whom I admire but will never

understand, and finally it becomes unfathomable
insofar as it attempts to encompass the endless

quantity of knowledge on the subject of human
teeth in human beings.

A lot of what IS accomplished at school is nothing

short of miraculous. I'm always surprised when
something really works. I could look at something
well done for days . . .

The patients were unforgettable. I take my hat off

to the patients; they deserve the diploma. Some
weren't too reliable and therefore inconsiderate.

Most, though, did arrive at the school on time and
expected me to carry out their treatment. That was a

simple act to them, but to me, when I stopped to

think about it, it was a demonstration of a lot of faith

and trust. I almost always returned the honor and
the one or two times I felt I did not I'll have to live

with.

I wish I would write more. These words, like

dental school, have attempted to compress an

enormity into a moment.



RONALD
NASH
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JOSEPH
NAVARRO



GEORGE
NEAL
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The impossible task I had as photographer for

this yearbook was only accomplished by the help

and co-operation I received from several people,

and to them I am thankful. After four Loyola years

the most valuable treasures I'll leave with are the

friends and memories I've found here; those so

inseparably intertwined with the mountains and
mole hills we jointly conquered.



WILLIAM
NICKEL
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ILLIGITIMUS NON CARBORUDUM

There are two things to aim at in life; First, to get

what you want; and, after that, to enjoy it. Only the

wisest of mankind achieve the second.
— L. Smith



STEVEN NORBERG
What an odd feeling! After twenty-one years of school and relative

shelter, the "Real" world can no longer be avoided. What a fitting

climax to all of that organized education — Loyola Dental School.

These four years have made me realize that if I can handle dental

school and do dentistry, I can accomplish just about anything I'm to

set my mind to do.

The only feeling even similar to the blessing of parole from Loyola

is the pardon from living in the Chicago area. Deb has sacrificed

much to help me through this school and it's now my pleasure to

reciprocate while she attends law school.

As I finish dental school and start my family, my biggest wish is

that all the friends I've made here will someday, somehow
experience the same amount of happiness that I feel now.



DAN O'CONNELL



LORE MERRICK O'FLAHERTY

Dear Classmates,

Four years. Days that seemed like weeks, weeks that passed like

days. Where did the time go? What did we achieve?

In spite of the frustrations, humiliations, many wasted hours of poor

lectures, waiting in lines and making things shiny; in spite of those of

our class who disappointed us by stealing, cheating and profiteering; in

spite of these obstacles, most of us achieved so much — maturity, last-

ing friendships, self-confidence, and a basic dental education.

For many of you I'll always hold a special place in my heart; for others

a special place in my memories. To those of you who have added so

much to my life — Thanks — I'll always be your friend in spirit, if not in

deed.
Then, there is one extremely special person who really changed my

life so much for the better — I can never thank Loyola enough for Pat.

Finally I could not have asked for more from these four years. I feel

very lucky to have gained all I have, and very privileged to have been a

partof your lives.

I wish you all the best — you deserve no less.



PATRICK
O'FLAHERTY

May the road rise to meet you.

May the wind be always at your

back. May the sun shine warm
upon your face, the rains fall soft

upon your fields and, until we
meet again. May God hold you in

the palm of His hand.

—An Irish Blessing



ROBERT
OSLAK

Let the land be sown in dispair,

and discord reap the wind.

Fear not, for I am safe at last.



DENNIS PASKO
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RICHARD PATELSKI

Nobody does anything they don't want to do.
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MICHAEL PODLUSKY
"The purpose of the heart is to pump blood to the dental pulp." Once

I heard this statement, I knew it was going to t)e a long time before I

would reach any acceptable level of understanding and knowledge here

at LDS. But knowledge and its resulting key to a profession was what I

wanted, so I worked my tail off just as everyone else did. It wasn't easy,

especially so because of Mines daily, three more days a week at another

hospital, worrying about increasing loan amounts, pompous professors

teaching irrelevant courses, patient disappointments for mock boards,

high school antics and cliques of several student groups, $30 books

bought but never used since exams were from the notes, spending

thousands on kits that didn't include items we really needed, trying to

finish clinic by graduation to avoid paying extra rent, putting up with

people that wondered why we weren't going to be Real Doctors instead

of only dentists but being jealous of us anyway because dentists are all

rich, and not understanding why we're so worned about money now.

The list is endless.

There were some times that were actually enjoyable. New close

friends were made, vacations really did come after finals. Anatomy lab

ended, "getting married" became a reality, learning tons of facts and
techniques despite all the obstacles in our way, experiencing a "good
apical seal" and "bilateral balanced occlusion", passing Boards and
meeting wonderful patients. I don't know if these points balance out the

bad; I hope things get better — it's hard to imagine them too much
worse. But I'm grateful I was able to be here, to feel it all and still

survive fairly sane — but certainly older and questionably wiser. Good
luck to us all.



JESSE
PORTER

"I'll never do this again.

— Black Magic

I . -J



JEAN POSKUS

THE TOOTH FAIRY (OR, THE BOYS IN THE BANDS)

I had a little toothie

It wasn't very straight

I took it to my dentist

Before it was too late

He put it in a band
He put it in a strap

At first it was intruded

But now it's in my lap

It was just a baby

Another took its place

A toothie can't be crooked

If you want a pretty face

So back in bands they put me
With straps from ear to ear

And said, "Come back and see us.

Fifty times a year."

So every week I visit

My teeth don't move so far

But my dentist he is driving

A brand new shiny car



GARY POTEMPA



JEAN REZZO



VINCENT
ROMANELLI
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ED
ROTHMAN



JERRY
ROTHROCK



THOMAS
ROTHROCK



RANDY
SACHAU



DALE
SCHMID

Every time I think, I smile, just remem-

bering all the good and not go good

times we've had . . . And it's nice look-

ing forward to the future. We can just

relax and be ourselves. Sandi has a way

of making me really high on life, and I

like It, so we plan to make it a lasting

affair. The future will find me located in a

dental practice at Suite 503, State Bank

Center, Freeport, III. Anyone any time

that is in the area feel free to come in.

The best of luck to everyone and hope to

see you all once in a while at the A. DA.

Conventions.

J"



ROBERT
SCHMIDT
The most unforgettable things about

dental school are how difficult it really

was, the long, hard hours o' studies and
tests. Even though I had many miles to

commute, my class mates, parents, but

especially my wife made it all worthwhile.

I am looking forward to my career as a

dentist; it was a long, hard wait.



JERRY
SCHOEFFLER



HARLAN
SCHUFELDT
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KATHLEEN A
SHANEL

Dental School, like life, is a mystery to be

lived, not just a problem to be solved.



DAN
SHONDEFF



CHARLES
SIAUCIUNAS



PAUL
SIMMONS



JOHN C.

SKREKO
./ *L-.



KAREN SMITH



PATRICK
SMITH



JOSEPH SOLEK

'Jesus, I'm depressed"



BRENT
SONNENBERG



MICHAEL
SORGEN

Life is like an onion; you

peel off one layer at a time,

and sometimes you weep.
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JON B. SUZUKI

It has been an honor and pleasure to serve

you as Senior Class President. The experi-

ences we shared have engendered a unity and
spirit unique to our class. It is this special

quality that I will carry with me for the rest of

my professional career. Aloha.

President, Class of '78



DAVID
TERRIBILINI
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CRAIG
THEURER

This experience has at times been a little morose,
and yet occasionally hilarious. But most of the

time I just waited in lines.
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KIRKTINGEY



HERMIONI
TULIUS-TOTO



ROKSOLANA
TYMIAK-
LONCHYNA



The past four years have afforded me the opportunity to learn and develop a wide assortment of new skills,

helped in the making of new friendships and has contributed in my growth as a person. There have been
aggravations, frustrations, failures, disappointments, success and happiness. Looking back I can say it was
worthwhile and at times even fun.

DONALD UCZEN



RICHARD
ULRICH



SUSAN
VOORHEES



KERRY
WALDEE
"I have never let my schooling interfere with my
education"

Mark Twain

History has never accused Mark Twain of attending

dental school.

\



NORMAN WAT



"The profession of dentistry is a reflection of our times. Almost everyone seems to have a quest for

individuality. I remember a young dentist I met last year who had a rather large red Afro. He was a gentle kind

man, but at first sight I wondered how he could make a living in Dentistry. Didn't his hair style turn off people.

Later, I realized it turned off only the people he didn't care to treat. He had a nice practice."

Ronald Goldstein

Editor — Alpha Omega

NEILWEINTRAUB



DONALD
WICKSTRA



GERALD
WIENCEK
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JOHN YOUNG



TOM YUHAS



LARRY ZAGER
Four years of dental school have come to an end. It seems to have gone by so fast and yet when I look back

to my first quarter of Freshman year — I feel a decade has passed. Many of my fellow classmates were single

and now they are married; some are even parents.

There are many memories that I shall be unable to forget. I will always remember those early 7:00 A.M. wax-

ups in Oral Morphology, those late Saturday nights with the cadaver and being locked up during a Histology

Lab Practical while the other half of the class took the test.

Who can forget those great pep talks about acting as a professional person with dignity and yet, seeing

otherwise. I am very thankful to know that there are many devoted teachers and staff who continuously try and
make the dental school a progressive and stimulating institution. To those members of the faculty and staff, I

would like to personally thank you. I realize it may
seem that the students do not appreciate your
efforts but we do!

To all of my classmates and friends, I want to wish

you a lot of health and happiness in the dental

profession and in your own personal lives. The
pleasure was mine . . .

IM
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If you can't make it right, make it bright!

i

Would you buy a used car from this man? Same old grind.

'Hey Frank, what did one pulp say to the other?

i
"Hey guys, do you know what one pulp said to the

other?" . . .

'Hey class, what did one pulp say to the other? Nobody cared about what the pulp said.



•Will the Seniors assigned to Oral Surgery Block
olease report there immediately , .

."
"Thank God I'm not going into Pedo!



"But Stan, will you still love me tomor-

row?"

"Two things Steve, first you've obturated the wrong cavity, and
second, your sterile technique was poor."

"I could do better with my eyes closed. I thought this was a dental school, not a circus!



"Let me teach you how to be a big man in Dentist-

ry"
DR HARRIS Why did you cross the transverse ridge' IRENE: To

get to ttie other side'

"He even has hair on the inside of his mouth!"

\

"And I put this new carburetor on my Baracuda

'Lift your leg and pant like a dog." Let me draw you a picture ,



'How can you do good work with a cord this short!! Where the Elite meet to eat.

"Can't wait til tomorrow because I get better looking

everyday."
Dr. Schwartz tighting 'em oft.



IJi 1
'These charts are mine, all mine!'

\

'My bookie is G. V. Black.

"What's 24 across?" Who needs the chartroom?



"If you don't like the teeth, we can rearrange your tace,

hmm?"
Alex or George?

I p/f a'-ar

Verticentric? summons.



Think the lines are shorter in Med School? Jon Ho.

"Shitty, but shiny."

1^J^^ B
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Where have all the students gone

r
The Brew Crew.

ilfih>L,
"My fellow Americans
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It's truly amazing — what began as a mere idea tossed around in Andy's Restaurant at 2 a.m. is now the volume

you hold in your hand. The monumental task of creating this yearbook was accomplished only through the wonder-

ful creativity, constant dedication, and just plain long hard hours of work on the pari of every single staff member
— they deserve all credit possible. We would like to extend special thanks to the following individuals who gave so

unselfishly of their time and effort: George Neal, Bill Nickel, Pat and Lone O'Flaherty, and Kerry Waldee.

Four arduous years of our young lives — we came in starry-eyed and are leaving bleary-eyed. We've been

through hell, but rather than dwell on it, let us all live the longest, most enjoyable and fulfilling lives conceivable. An
unknown author said,

"Look not forward in fear,

nor back in anger,

but around in awareness."
— Lou and Steve



THREADED
PINS

MOST RELIABLE

AND PROVEN METHOD
FOR RETENTION IN DENTIN

'MANY DESIGNS AND VARIOUS SIZES\ AND RESTORATIVE

MATERIALS
REGULAR
MINIM
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REGULAR TWO IN ONE
MINIM TWO IN ONE

SELF-SHEARING

MINIKIN

AUTO
KLUTCH
DRIVE

with

TMS
'BENDING TOOL'

For a
variety of

uses

MATING
AUTO KLUTCH

CHUCKS

Anchored pins

can be bent to

desired shape.

CLEAT

For impacted

teeth
AS ANCHORS FOR RETENTION OF AMALGAM
CORES AND COMPOSITE MATERIALS.

FOR ADDING RETENTION TO CROWNS AND
BRIDGES.

Color coded

for size

identification

'^Paf. No. 3,434,209 Available only through your dealer

iWHALEOEHT JftUrftatiMa/ aae fifth avenue, new york, n.y. lOOOl



Our Congratulations 1978 Graduates

D. L. Saslow Co., Inc.

Your future our main concern:

IjLocation

2) Equipment

3) You

3 I Stores across the U.S. to serve you

Your local representative:

Joe Mascarl

500 N.Orleans St.

Chicago, III. 60610

Ph: (3 1 2) 828-9400

"YORICK
Skull is a'/j'xJ'A" S25 00

Trying to e'ploi" to pQ'ients '.vhy

"permanent" dentures should be

remade periodically to preserve

normal occlusion and condylar

relations, takes some talking.

With "Yorick" you can ihow
them.

COLUMBIA DENTOFORM
CORPORATION

•The House of a Thousand Mode/s"

49 East 21st Street New York, N, Y. 10010

Elm Grove Dental Lab LTD.

Speclallzaing In Ceramic and Crown and Bridge

Mt. Prospect, III.

593 1812

IDLA NADL member



To,
DENTAL LABORATORY

FaN
C ROWN

Bridge

Oeramics

(312)698-3966 770 Busse Hwy. • Park Ridge, IL

Compliments of ILLINOIS DENTAL
LABORATORY, INC.

429 Mannheim Road Bellwood, III

HERITAGE DENTAL LABORATORY INC.

(312)253-7955

1400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,

IL 60005

MASTER CERAMISTS:
CHRIS LOVEJOY

BILLMcCORMICKC.D.T.

BioUend.
A little extra insurance

that your denture patients will

like the way they look.

A denture patient's attractive natural smile speaks vol-

umes about the dentist—his care, his skill, his total con-

cern for the patient's physical and psychological well

being. And that same smile says something important

about the teeth, too.

m*^""
Trubyte' Bioblend'Anteriors.

Aviiilahlt' m f\^rcelaiii and rla>th\

TRUBYTE
Dentsply International ^ork, Pennsvlvdnia



QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR DENTAL HEALTH

Products you can rely on— because they come from

Block Drug Company, a leader in research, innovative

development, and exacting manufacture of dental prod-

ucts.

Confident Adhesive Cream
Dentu-Creme
Green Mint Mouth Rinse
Proxigel Oxygenating Gel

Polident Powder
Polident Effervescent Tablets

Poloris Analgesic
Pycopay and Softex Toothbrushes
Sensodyne Toothpaste
Sensodyne Gentle Toothbrush
Super Wernet's Adhesive Powder
Wernet Denture Brush

A company you can rely on-

Professional Division

Block Drug Company, Inc.

Jersey City, New Jersey 07302
Quality Products for Dental Health



Need help in...
Expanding or moving your practice?
Equipment selection? Staffing?

Office planning? Financing?

Call S.S. White Retail ^
A full service dental supplier

representing more ttian 700 manufacturers

of dental equipment and supplies.

111 Windsor Dr.

Oak Brook, IL 60521

(312)325-6100

Peoria: (309) 691-6531
Terre Haute, IN: (812)232-7044

5.5.WHITE

fS PEmWXLT
HEALTH PRODUCTS

CHEMICALS • EQUIPMENT

Serving the dental profession since 1844.
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CERAMICS . . .

That is our specialty, proven for over

fifteen years by our talented cerannists.

Quality ... WE HAVE IT

Satisfaction ... WE GOARAMTEE I f

Service ... WE GIVE IT

ALL Ih FIVE WORKING DAYS

Golf Mill Dental laboratory, Inc.

713 Golf Mill Professional BIdg.

Miles, Illinois 60648
PHOMES: (312) 296-3191

(312) 296-3186

EDWARD GAUS. C.D.T., Pres.



Your graduation is one of your most important days. We would like to add

our congratulations to all the others vou are sure to receive!

HEALTHCO HELPS YOU SUCCEED
IN THE BUSINESS OF DENTISTRY

Healthco is a fuU->«i'vice major dental supply (lealcr offering' the must to

the dental pmlession. Let Healthco he youi' personal cvunseioj-. V^lth our

years of experience vou can relax in the km )\\ ted^e that you are dealing with

a staff of experts. There are 77 Health( u dental dealei-s thmughout the

United States and Canada, providm^ much more than just merchandise and

equipment. Listed^below aie hut a few of the areas in which Healthco can

be of assistance to vou:

Provide you with personal Healthco Fiel4

Consultants

• Help you select a town through Market
Analysis

• Counsel you in Associateship. Partneiship*

Group Practice and Institutional

Employment

• Help you pick a location and type of

building

• Counsel you on building, rcrf^ng, or leasing

V our office

• Help 3'ou sell or bu\ ,1 dfeUtal t
'i-act ice if

necessary

• Design your office with our o\pcrt space

planning specialists

• Help you determine coiiccpt o{ operating

• Furnisli sp^^^on dc nlal equipment,
partitions, elccfiic.il ,'itid plumbing layout

to the con tractor

• Help you decorai<' yourofficc

> Help you select dental equipment best
SI tifpH to vojir n*^eris

• Help evaluate your Personal Financial

Analysis

Help you determine office policy

• Help yo\i hire dental ijygienist and office

personnel

• Bet up your bJlling and collection ssystem s

• Provide you with Practice 'JvIanajSPmi'nt

counselling

• Set up an In\ uiuoiT Control System

• Help you buyriirn haiidi.se economically--

—

Customized Acquisition Program

• Furnish fas t , reliable ser\'ice technicians

• Oi%'e you specially prepared monographs:

Where is the Bej;t Location foryour

New Dental Practice, Safeguards fora

Successful Dental Partnership, Considera-

tions in Setting up a Dental Practjee, and
.^ssociateship vs Individual Practice

.

"

cf^rb -tlealtlicor
ASCHER DENTAL SUPPLY

42 1 North Transworld Rd.. Schiller Park,

(312)671 6260
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